Every IT decision-maker knows the path to Zero Trust begins with a robust ICAM program. Easy Dynamics accelerates the journey to Zero Trust by translating industry-specific strategies and technologies into practical, effective ICAM solutions. Our close collaboration with government agencies gives us the insight and experience to design, deploy, and manage ICAM frameworks that seamlessly integrate with existing systems. We apply our in-depth knowledge of ICAM best practices to deliver robust security, streamlined user access, clear policy alignment, and targeted regulatory compliance – all while maximizing efficiency and minimizing implementation challenges. The end result is a smart, comprehensive ICAM program that allows you to confidently manage identities, credentials, and access across your entire digital landscape.

Paving the Way to Zero Trust

Protecting organizational assets and information in a world untethered from physical boundaries requires an entirely new cybersecurity paradigm: Zero Trust. It’s a critical part of any identity-centric security strategy, assuring system owners that the right people are accessing the right information at the right time – and for the right reasons. Easy Dynamics’ ICAM solutions are explicitly designed to function as an on-ramp to Zero Trust, ensuring your program aligns with enterprise Zero Trust architectures and federal compliance standards. This approach to ICAM puts you on the path to Zero Trust with automated processes and systems, enterprise-wide integration and interoperability, dynamic access control protocols, and high-visibility continuous monitoring.

Elevating Privacy Assurance

At Easy Dynamics, we believe that privacy is a critical component of any robust ICAM solution – one that goes beyond simply guarding against data breaches. Having played a pivotal role in the development of NIST’s Privacy Framework,
we not only have the technical skills but also the real-world experience to build strong, effective privacy protections into your ICAM solution. Our comprehensive approach includes assessing privacy risks, developing mitigation strategies, modernizing information systems and processes, and crafting clear privacy policies and requirements.

Applying Real-World Experience

Our ICAM knowledge comes from shaping and implementing the standards and policies that impact organizations the most — including NIST’s Digital Identity Guidelines and Privacy Framework, FICAM Architecture, and Attribute Exchange protocols — as well as our participation in critical working groups like OpenID Connect, FIDO, W3C, OASIS, Kantara Initiative, and more. This wealth of ground-level awareness sets Easy Dynamics apart and lends critical expertise across our ICAM services, including:

- Configuring & Optimizing Identity Verification Processes
- Issuing & Managing Credentials
- Establishing Robust Authentication Methods
- Fine-Tuning Access Controls
- Determining Policy Guidelines
- Ensuring Stringent Privacy Services

Why choose Easy Dynamics? Because we’re leading the way with our next-gen technology solutions.

Easy Dynamics is an east coast company with a west coast attitude, driven by a unique blend of talent, innovation, and engineering excellence. Since 2006, we’ve been at the forefront of developing technology-driven initiatives within the federal government, leveraging our expertise to advance its varied missions with maximum agility and value.

Visit easydynamics.com for more information.